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Purpose of your paper: The Personal Lines Competitive Landscape is evolving rapidly with hungry 

new entrants, resurging incumbents, innovative distribution, and shifts in consumer behaviour. We 

explore the issues and bust the myths with the help of our proprietary consumer survey. 

 

Synopsis: The Personal Lines landscape is evolving rapidly with new entrants, resurging incumbents, 

innovative products and distribution, and shifts in consumer behaviour. Meanwhile premium growth is 

slowing as insurers have largely repriced for rising input costs (reinsurance and catastrophe budgets) 

and consumers have put up with double digit price increases. Technology is starting to 

fundamentally evolve the way insurers design and price Personal Lines products. 

 

Against this backdrop, we set out to build insights into the key debates shaping the future direction of 

personal lines with the help of hard data – our proprietary consumer surveys of several thousand 

home & contents and personal motor consumers, with 3 years of data in the motor survey. 

 

The questions we consider: 
 Are the challenger insurer brands having an impact and gaining consumer acceptance? 

 Are the banks successfully leveraging their distribution advantage, particularly in home & 

contents? 

 Can the Supermarkets convert retail brand power into insurance sales? 

 Which brands have the strongest consumer awareness, and which are gaining market share? 

 How are the different brands positioned and what kind of consumers do they attract? 

 How much are consumers shopping around at renewal for the best deal? 

 How have retention rates changed over the past few years? 

 Are consumers becoming less brand loyal and more price sensitive? What else is prompting 

consumers to switch? 

 Are premium increases turning into decreases as the battle for switching consumers heats up? 

 How do consumers prefer to purchase insurance products and is online distribution reaching a 

tipping point? 

 How is consumer awareness and willingness to use price comparison sites changing? 

 What do consumers value in their insurer? 

 Are motorists ready for Telematics insurance? How are the first offerings being received by the 

market? 

 How big is the opportunity to drive up home insurance penetration? 

 Can the industry innovate to grow? 


